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Introduction
It has been 6 years passed, since I published “Along with Mother Universe
Part 1” and “Along with Mother Universe Part 2” in 2007.
Since I was asked to bind the part 1 and 2 up recently, I have reviewed the
contents, have changed the book cover and have worked to bind them up,
anticipating to meet the unknown people.
The title of this book “Mother Universe” is not the story far away.
“Mother universe” is the real homeland for all of us.
For us, the humans, the real place to return is only one, though we have
various places where we were born and raised. Yes, the place where we have
to or wish to return is only one.
Naturally, the place does not mean the specific place on the earth.
Then, where is the place?
Though I mention, “actually, we went through the long daunting time in order
to search for that place”, there will be only few people agree with it as it is
right.
It is all right with me. Since I met the real place to return, the real homeland
where I wished to return, I wish to launch the book out as my heart mentions.
We, all, have abandoned our real homeland. It is not exaggeration to say that
we have always wandered without knowing the place to return.
We did not have the place to live in peace. Hence, the thoughts resonating
with the words of homesick or nostalgia are not shallow like you feel now.
There is your own voice coming up from the depth in your heart. It is the voice
remaining muted as “wish to return, let us return, let us return together”.
Please pay attention to the voice remaining muted. Please recover yourself to
be able to scoop it up one by one. You, also you, do not you seek for your real
homeland? I wish to convey through this book, it is not the distant future that
the voice remaining muted becomes bigger within you.

Chapter 1 About the universe
1. The heart of mother and the universe.
Now I begin to mention specifically.
Here is an old man living in Osaka Japan. His age is 86 years. His name is
Tomekichi Taike. About 30 years ago, he has retired from the principal
position at high school in Osaka, then has held many seminars all over Japan.
He is the person who has indicated the subject, “We, the humans, are the
consciousness and the energies”.
He has earnestly talked to the people attended the seminars to study in the
direction to feel and learn that subject in the heart of each person through the
practice of “looking at the heart in the daily life”.
Since I explain about him as mentioned above, Mr. Tomekichi Taike may
become the person in the position of the teacher, the leader or the founder in
the religious expression for the people attending the seminars.
It may be the understanding in common sense that everybody attends the
seminars in order to learn from that person.
However, the quite different part with the common sense becomes obvious in
those seminars.
That state looks like deviated from the common sense on the basis of physical
forms, but everybody must understand it as far as one repeats the practice as
“looking at the heart in the daily life” fore-mentioned.
I explain what it means. It will be definitely felt in the heart that one did not
attend the seminars with the tender thought to learn from Mr. Tomekichi
Taike but was born and attended the seminars in order to kill Tomekichi
Taike.
Naturally, there must not be less people who attend the seminars following
the reliance on the false god as asking to save them from the agony and
suffering currently held.
However, those people disappear after a while, as they can not obtain the
favorable answers in those seminars. Then, they wander from this religion to
that religion.
Eventually, they thought Mr. Tomekichi Taike as the founder or the leader of
the religion and gathered at the seminars. They had totally wrong motives to

gather at the seminars.
Obviously, there are other wrong motives.
Actually, though they attend the seminars continuously without correcting it,
it is only hanging on Mr. Tomekichi Taike and it is difficult to fulfill the study
according to the subject “we, the humans, are the consciousness and the
energy”. But it sidetracks, if I talk about it now, then I return to the subject.
There will be some people who do not understand what it means, “one did not
attend the seminars with the tender thought to learn from Mr. Tomekichi
Taike but was born and attended the seminars in order to kill Tomekichi
Taike” fore-mentioned.
It is right. It is never understood in your mind. However, it will be learnt
gradually in your heart.
Mr. Tomekichi Taike has held the seminars for more than 20 years with his
life risked, in order for you to have that experience in your heart.
I have attended the seminars for 20 years. In those years, I have proved in
my heart, “we, the humans, are the consciousness and the energies” conveyed
by Mr. Tomekichi Taike.
I have studied it both by the experience in the seminars and the incident
occurred around me coincidently.
Meanwhile, I mentioned, “one was born in order to kill Tomekichi Taike”, but
it does not mean to kill Mr. Tomekich Taike. It is only the murder.
My true intention is for many people to learn through that sentence in their
hearts that the fierce energy swirls in their hearts or in their conscious world
without exception.
Otherwise, we can not return to our only homeland “mother universe”.
Everybody must begin to learn in the heart own reality that is covered by the
fierce energy created by the ignorance, selfishness and greed.
However, it is not easy to achieve.
Hence, there was Mr. Tomekichi Taike to help and were the seminars held.
As far as we looked at our hearts and attended the seminars, we, all, were
supposed to feel the fierce energy of ignorance, selfishness and greed through
the person Mr. Tomekichi Taike.
It was the main reason why Mr. Tomekichi Taike has held the seminars for
the long time of twenty some years in this lifetime.

Naturally, that energy is the energy to destroy everything, as you learn when
you feel it in your heart.
We live our daily lives holding those energies.
We, the humans, struggle every day and night in the field of politics, economy,
culture, education and others, holding those energies.
Yes, the unaccountable sentence fore-mentioned, “I was born to kill Tomekichi
Taike”, means that we were born holding the energies to destroy everything.
Mentioning a little more in detail, it sounds as follows. If I describe it in words,
the energy blown up from my heart, when I saw the person Mr. Tomekichi
Taike at the seminar room, it is as follows.
“I kill you. You get out. You are obtrusive.”
“Basters, move out. It is me who kill him. I need nobody’s help. Taike, I kill
you.”
“What the universe of Tomekichi Taike is. Whatever you say. It is fiddle-faddle.
My universe is far splendid. My power is far larger. Taike, you die.”
Let me get it straight. There was no trouble between me and Mr. Tomekichi
Taike. There was nothing like I had a suffering from Mr. Tomekcihi Taike.
However, I had experienced many times that such thoughts blew up from my
heart, when I saw or heard him at the seminar room.
Furthermore, such experiences were shared not only by myself but by many
people attended the seminars repeatedly.
Do not you think, it is the strange event?
Though Mr. Tomekichi Taike and me or Mr. Tomekichi Taike and somebody
else were get involved only through the seminars, why the ugly dark thoughts
blow up from our hearts instantly as soon as we see or hear him?
I wondered and was surprised at it in the beginning.
However in time, I learnt that strange, surprising event was as “the lid of pot
in my hell has opened in this lifetime”, then it became no longer unnatural or
surprising.
Certainly, that event gave me the impact as the lid of pot in my hell has
opened widely and it was dragged out in the sun, through the person
Tomekichi Taike.
In the beginning, it was very frustrating and irritating for me. Only the

frustration as boiling by anger blew up from the bottom of my heart.
However, as I think it now, it was the beginning of my track returning to
mother universe.
Thus, I went through numerous experiences in my heart at the seminars as
mentioned, and really learnt in my heart, “I was wrong. I expanded the dark
universe”.
Hence, I can mention it clearly.
We hold the fierce energies in our hearts without exception.
As we leave the situation laid, the incomprehensible affairs and accidents
occur around the town and also the large scaled disasters occur.
It is not somebody else’s affair but is the reflection of our hearts.
It is learnt by looking at the heart or following the world of own thought
carefully in the daily life. One can learn the fierce thought and energy in the
heart and can learn oneself.
Hence, everybody has provided one or two unwelcome or incompatible persons
around.
There are the nasty person around you, who harrows you or whose word or
attitude irritates you, and one helps you to blow up the negative energy from
your heart.
If that person exists in front of whomever, one’s heart responds each time,
what that person said or did, and the negative energy blows up endlessly.
However, it is not learnt that the energy blows up from the heart, unless one
practices to look at the heart. Hence, most of people just flow the negative
energies endlessly. Then, they pretend the good people.
As the lid of pot in the hell opened, one’s heart met the reality that one has
flowed the negative energy. It may be some kind of despair.
However, that despair is not the simple despair. As far as one is habituated
to look at the heart, it does not end only with despair.
Because, as far as one learns the fierce energy created by oneself, one feels
the warmth or joy to enfold the fierce energy.
Furthermore, one does not feel it from outside, but feel it welling within
oneself. One learns that one’s large, wide, warm and gentle self enfold one.
One will feel, it is one who exerts the fierce energy but is also one who exerts
the positive energy such as gentle thought or warmth.

In other words, it means one meets one’s true self.
Then, one learns naturally something like, “the reason why the human is
born”, “the reason why the human dies”.
When you feel and learn in your heart the reason why you exist here with
your physical body now, “mother’s heart” indicated as the title in this chapter
must resonate in your heart.
As for mother’s heart, we bring up the image of motherhood or mother’s love
that is felt in the process to conceive, deliver and raise the child with good
care, since we did not know ourselves as the consciousness and energy but
thought ourselves as the physical bodies.
However, mother’s heart mentioned here has a little different atmosphere.
Naturally, mother’s heart leads to motherhood or mother’s love, but please
think, it is large and wide world that is far beyond them or includes them.
The scale of spread, warmth and joy is different but is not extraordinary world.
Certainly, most of people have forgotten it presently but everybody keeps it
sleeping at the depth in the heart.
I mentioned it with the word of “mother universe”.
I would like to mention it through this book that “mother’s heart” widely
encompassing motherhood and mother’s love is connected to the conscious
world and energy of our only one homeland “mother universe”.
I would like you to prove it in your own heart.
“Mother universe”, yes it is “universe”.
Then, what is the universe? We bring up various images from the word of
“universe”.
When I thought of the universe, I felt from ever before the thought as I came
to the earth from the planet somewhere.
If we think of it in the three dimensional world, we imagine it like a scene in
the sci-fi movie as flew by the space craft from some hundred million light
years away, and may be excited for the unknown universe.
However, what I felt is not something like that but is the feeling as I came
beyond the dimension.
For instance, our present world is the three dimensional world with height,
width and breadth. The universe in that feeling is different with the universe
felt by me.

The universe that I mention and think is not the physical world like the
planets in the solar system but the vibrational world. Yes, the universe is the
energy.
My thought is for each one of you to feel in the heart that the energy as
universe is ourselves, and we are the universe itself.
I would like you to learn that “mother’s heart” is connected to the universe,
the true energy of universe is connected to mother universe, and they are one.
There will be a lot of people who are interested in the universe.
There may be a lot of people who like the power of universe. However, it is
dangerous to turn the thoughts to the universe, while they forgot “mother’s
heart”.
Please learn, it is most important to feel “mother’s heart”.
Certainly, the vibrational world and energy of universe will have the great
influence for us from now on. Hence, it is most important to reawaken to the
mother’s warmth within us in the true meaning,
I wish you to keep it in your heart, “The universe does not exist far away, but
exists within our hearts”, and feel and think of universe in the everyday life.
I wish you to learn that feeling and thinking of the universe is same as feeling
and thinking of mother.
Now, I turn my eyes from the universe to our everyday life once again.
I feel the following things through the news that I look or hear daily.
How about you?
Everybody has the darkness in the heart. The news that we look or hear daily
indicate it. The gruesome, hideous, unbelievable affairs occur one after
another.
The people, who call for the solution as it is not forgivable, why they do it that
far, where we aim the attack at, who has the responsibility, among the various
affairs occurring, do not even think that those are the affairs in their world
in hearts.
However, it is the reality. I think, it is no matter who, or is not the matter of
any particular race.
The dark world come out of the person who forgot the important thing, own
origin, sometimes becomes various affairs such as, bully, child abuse,
kidnapping for ransom, child prostitution, parenticide, prolicide, insurance

killing, it’s me fraud, fraudulent sales of spiritual charms, fraudulent
business, bribery, bid-rigging corruption, organ business, patronage dating,
mass violence, drug trafficking, drug addiction, and makes noise daily in the
general public. However, it continues only for several days and disappears in
the public, then the public attention is turned to the new affair.
Though it is so for the general public, it remains as the unforgettable memory
for the party in charge of the affair or accident.
Even though the victimizer is taken to the court and is sentenced the capital
punishment, there remains the root of trouble in the heart of the victims.
The victimizer who infringed the human right of victim, sometimes claims the
human right proudly, they must have the mixed feelings.
Even though the case is closed, the party in charge may still schlep these
feelings.
It must be hard to be cured completely, that the impact given to the heart
becomes the large emotional damage.
How about it, though it may be settled by the money finally?
Since the thought wriggling for money is fierce energy, there is a large
possibility to create the new trouble, when they accept the money. However,
it is sadness in the present world, that there is no way but to settle it by the
money.
In the daily life, the fierce examination war and economic war continue.
Actually, arms and ammunition fly about, and many human lives become
victims. There is the reality to be exposed in the nuclear threat. Recently,
there is the cyberattack in the internet world. I think, the fighting energy
spreads from a home to the world.
Does the humankind define it as development, progress and prosperity?
The humankind launches the war, in order to build the peaceful, bright world
without the war. What do you think of this contradiction?
Certainly, people’s thoughts are changed by the tide or the transition of times.
The relation with society and each other will become complicated.
They may say, let us respect the position of each other, let us understand and
pursue the benefit of each other, let us talk and exert the wisdom for the
happiness and prosperity of humankind, is it really true? Does it really work
out well?
In the world, it moves drastically behind the scenes. The points appeared from

the movement behind the scenes, becomes the various natural or human
phenomena.
That movement has already begun and becomes the time to go forward.
The world goes into chaos. The things already enter that stage.
Hence, everybody must meet “mother’s heart” sleeping at the depth of each
heart. I feel, it will flow to that direction.
In the next chapter, I chose several subjects and mentioned the thoughts came
up in my heart, thinking of those flow in the world.
Please ask yourself, what you feel and think of those subjects.
2. Let us ask ourselves about 10 subjects.
(1) About being born?
What is to be born?
You are given birth by your mother and exist there.
You know your mother who were pleased at your birth than anybody else.
Obviously, you were also pleased very much to be born from the belly of your
mother.
Everybody had a peaceful time to suck mother’s breast, to be embraced by
your mother. Even for the socially respectable person who is proud of having
lived on one’s own, it comes down to mother’ hand.
However, most of people have forgotten the origin, the origin of themselves.
There may be almost nobody who has not only forgotten but does not realize
how much thoughts one has poured out to one’s mother.
Though mother was mentioned as the origin, that mother does not mean the
mother whom you contact with on a daily basis. Your mother has various
habits and silly part as well as you. Most of mothers mention, “you are my
child, you are my child whom I gave birth and raised”, and exert relentlessly
the thoughts to rule and the energy to control.
Naturally, mother does not think, it is the energy to rule and control. She
thinks, “it is for you” and “it is mother’s love”, hence she thinks within herself,
it is good. Actually, it is silly but she does not realize, it is silly. Hence, it is
more difficult to deal with.
Otherwise, there is something flowing from mother gravely.
If you really meet the true thought of silly mother, you will be changed.

It is not the thought and vibration that does not seem you as her property but
is pleased to bring you into this life and only to wish your happiness.
Though you cursed her out or asked her too much, you have been forgiven and
have existed there.
If you really think that you have obtained your status, privilege, property by
your challenge and effort, is not it your great deal of arrogance?
It must be difficult for you to instantly admit your arrogance.
However, I think, someday you will meet yourself who convey to yourself, “yes,
it was, I was arrogant, mother I am sorry”.
Then, you will meet the thought flowing from your mother gravely and will
just cry.
Then, you will realize in your heart the entity of your mother who is not the
mother whom you met on a daily basis, and will feel the vibration of that
entity. You will feel the indescribable warmth and peace.
Then, the joy as your mother’s love encompassed you unconditionally will
spread with joy in your heart.
Please believe first that you were born as supported by that true thought of
mother. It is the origin of yourself.
There may be the common belief that the child can not choose the parent in
the general public, but it is not true. You have definitely chosen your mother.
Rather than you have chosen but you have asked. You have asked to “please
give me birth”.
It is because you needed the physical body. Being given birth by mother means
being given the physical body.
Everybody forget such a thing. It has the probability of 100 percent.
In order to return to that thought, various troubles begin as soon as one is
born in this life.
Furthermore, since one goes without the origin, one believes the saying that
the life is to walk with burden on the shoulder, the life is suffering. One
accepts it without question.
There are many incorrect traditions. I think, this is the worst tradition.
Being born is joyful. The life is joyful.
Everybody rejoices and celebrates the child’s birth. Both parent and child
confirm each other, the message “Please awaken to the true self through

various affairs from now on” by celebrating the child’s birth.
However, the true birthday for that person is when one can think, “it is just
joyful that I could be born, mother I thank you”. Then it is one’s starting point.
I think now, nothing is realized, unless one stands at that starting point.
(2) We forgot the entity of mother
You have wished, “please give me the physical body”, and have waited in the
mother’s belly, supported by the cells with DNAs taking over from your
parents, for being delivered to this life.
Though you were affected variously through the physical cells of your mother
in your mother’s womb, you have waited joyfully and eagerly the day to be
delivered in this life.
Even though the physical cells stopped working before the delivery out of
mother’s belly or soon after the delivery, you must definitely have flowed the
thought, “it was good, I am joyful, I thank you”. Because, you stayed in your
mother’s belly even for a while. You had only peaceful, no complained, joyful
time and space. Then, you felt yourself encompassed by your mother’s
warmth. You could feel the entity of your mother.
The fact that the entity of your mother accepted you was unchanged by
whether your physical body was delivered to this life or not. Though you, who
feel it, did not appear with the physical body in this life, convey to your mother,
“mother, I thank you” and disappear with joy from your mother’s belly.
It may be the mother’s end to sorrow for the miscarriage, the dead born or the
death soon after delivery.
Thus we were born, but forget the meaning of birth, the entity of mother as
we grow up. Though we try to go through our lives then, it is not possible to
go through the lives with ups and downs as we wished.
Actually, ups and downs were in our own plan. We were supposed to set the
way to go through also.
However, we forgot our wish to have our bodies, the environment as we
planned, and blame our mothers before us with the thoughts of insufficiency
and dissatisfaction, as “I did not want to be born in such a place”,
“why did you give me birth”, “why my mother is somebody like that”.
As severe as the environment is, the blaming force is strong.

Instead, even though it is the enviable privilege environment, we find some
insufficiency and dissatisfaction, and bash those thoughts to our mothers.
Thus, we experience for our thoughts to bounce out directly toward our
mothers before us.
“Why do our thoughts come out directly toward our mothers?”
Do not you wonder it?
Everybody, did not you tell your mothers whatever you like, while you were
small.
However, your mothers must have accepted you eventually, though you were
caressive and acting like babies. Sometimes, we were harshened or were
rebuked, but felt something different as our fathers did.
We were taught it by nobody but knew somewhere in our hearts that mothers
were like those. Yes, it is mother whom connected by the navel string.
As soon as the navel string is disconnected, everybody forget the entity of
mother.
(3) The adult who can not become an adult
Do not you think, there are many top heavy adults who can not become
adults?
Though it is said the adult in a word, it depends on the definition of adult,
it may be the lowered level of humans or childish.
Being not able to become an adult does not mean remaining innocent like a
child, but means the person who is self-centered, selfish, good at asserting
oneself but does not commit oneself to the responsibility. Those people work
at the company, marry and become the fathers and mothers.
How it becomes in result, it appears as the affairs or misconducts carried on
daily, even in a country of Japan presently.
In the world flowing a lot of information, the flow of decreasing birth rate in
the society produce more adults who can not become an adults. The heads and
bodies grow but the hearts are immature, they are the unbalanced humans.
Those people will be overfull in the world.
The bodies grow naturally as the living environment becomes rich. The heads
are trained through the examination war.
However, how about the hearts? Does not everybody know what the heart is?

The world of heart is not figured out by the religious scholar or the academic
study at all. The world of heart is also not mentioned from the scientific
perspective.
Certainly, it is possible to mention the joyful or sad thoughts and may be
possible to analyze the thoughts psychologically. Though one mentions the
thought, it does not mean to mention the heart, it does also not mean to
understand the world of heart by analyzing the thought.
Because, both one mentioning the thoughts and one analyzing the thoughts
look at the heart from the physical world. They do not know that the heart
exists in the world of heart.
Eventually, they try to understand the world of heart in the mind.
They place importance on things appeared in the forms, such as the word or
attitude, try to assume or analyze the world of heart then.
Tentatively, the religious book or tutorial will be made so. The things
overflowing in this world are something like that.
It is the trend in the world to deal with those information stuffed in the head.
However, there are a lot of adults around, who can not become adult.
It looks for me like the trend to make it more confused by giving the
unbalanced information to the unbalanced people.
(4) About going to die
What is going to die?
The person born is going to die inevitably. There is no elixir of life.
Everybody will have time for the physical body to fall into decay. Everybody
must understand it.
I think, the point is whether the person has found the thing really to do, or
has found one’s own work or not, during the time one was born until one dies.
Even for the person who thinks it is one’s given work and pours the passion
in the various fields, can one assure it the given work?
It may be at the closing stage in one’s life to happen to think, whether there
was something else besides that work.
When one is young and full blooded, is given the opportunity to exert one’s
ability, one is satisfied as it is promising fruitful life and the society also
evaluates it. Naturally one obtains the certain status, honor, property and
reputation.

When that person is dead, they draw the personal profile one or two steps
higher and pass one into the legend. Among the people who knew one, one is
lionized and is passed into the legend. They will be caught up in the festive
mood as the anniversary of birth or some kind of god.
However, it is the matter of currently living people, the shining glory
disappears when the person has cast the physical body away or has
approached the moment of death. The gorgeous atmosphere is limited in a
while one is clad in the physical body. The said person has no time for that.
Because one relishes the heavy suffering world that is fairly different with
the gorgeous atmosphere in life, as soon as one casts the physical body away.
The heavy suffering pressure is looming, though one calls or shouts
continuously. It is the reality of the person who has existed without realizing
the truth, while one had the physical body.
Nobody mentions what world one is in from the world after death. Nobody
can mention it. Being called to heaven peacefully is outrageous.
Then, is dying suffering? Why is it suffering?
We were born, since we were suffering originally. We were born to save
ourselves from the suffering. If we live without knowing that threshold and
die, the death must be suffering. The plan to realize the threshold in life for
most of people will be derailed, while they are infatuated for the air
turbulence in front. They might not intend to be infatuated, but might think,
they have gone through to their utmost, but should not realize, as
“they were born because they were suffering”,
“they wish to release themselves from the suffering”.
Furthermore, most of people think, the death means for them to disappear.
All, their loving families, their work, their properties are disappeared then.
Rather than that, they have tremendous fear for them to disappear, as “what
will happen at their death”.
Those people can never accept their death with joy. Hence, the death is
nothing else but suffering.
Moreover, the days with physical pain of sickness and waiting for death are
nothing but suffering.
They may convince themselves, as “they will soon leave this world”, though
thinking in their hearts, “do not want to die, it is scary to die”.
Though they encourage themselves, the time approaches from hour to hour.

The people who have relied upon false god continuously exert the thoughts to
implore or pray for god’s guidance or Buddha’s mercy.
Though the people have usually no relation with god or Buddha, are still
suffering in the hearts. It is natural to be suffering. Because, those people
have been cold for themselves.
Though they do not realize it, it has been cold for themselves, if they have not
saved themselves from the sufferings but have accumulated the sufferings
during the time from their births until deaths. Their hearts must be filled
with regrets and sorrows.
However, it would not be realized by themselves, while they have the physical
bodies. Most of people would not realize the serious conditions in their hearts,
until the moment they die.
(5) Our own dead bodies
How do you like your dead body to be treated after your death? Do you like to
be held the magnificent memorial service and be put in the ground cordially?
Do you like to be taken the final bow before alter and to be memorized forever?
After you leave your thought from the physical body, flowing the thought of
“thanks” to the physical cells, when your physical cells finish the role, the
material as the physical body remains. I think, the dead body is just the
remains. It is the remains without the thought dropped out.
The master of remains has already gotten out of physical body and is still
alive. I feel, that state is the human’s true nature.
I feel, our true nature is the consciousness, and do not remain in the physical
bodies forever, when the physical bodies become unnecessary.
However, the most of people hang on the physical bodies. Because, they think,
the physical bodies are themselves.
They think, they cease to exist along with the death of physical bodies.
Hence, they think seriously to be put in the ground cordially, to go to heaven
by the guidance of hierarch. They wish to be remembered for themselves in
the past days on the anniversary of death.
I feel the gentle, warm thoughts of my physical cells while they act.
I believe, we can communicate each other as “thanks”, when my physical cells
say “good bye” to me.
I feel to say “good bye, thank you” and leave my physical body immediately.

I do not remain with my dead body. Though my dead body remains, I exist as
the consciousness. I feel, it is myself.
Since it is the state in my heart, I just dispose of my dead body after I leave
my thought from my physical body. I just bother for it. I think, it does not cost
much.
Is it tender hearted and gentle person who feel and schlep the sorrow for
parting? What is tender hearted and gentle?
We may have the deep feeling for a while because we looked at the hearts
each other while one had the physical body. However, it is not lonesome and
sad thought but think of one with joy.
Please think of it joyfully, if you think of one in the past days.
(6) Transmigration
It was the difficult issue, “Why the human is born, why the human dies”.
However, I understand, they all are the joyful incidents, in my heart that feels
the eternal present.
The birth and death, all, are in order to awaken ourselves.
It is tremendous work to awaken ourselves.
It indicates the serious matter that we thought, both the birth and death are
suffering.
Hence, the past disciplinants thought of liberating from the transmigration.
They believed, the transmigration is suffering and the liberation from
suffering is the path toward happiness, then worked hard to renounce the
worldly desires. It was outrageous misconception and ignorance.
However, it will not be understood until they begin the turnaround in
consciousness. Though they repeat the sever discipline, remain in the hell
forever, unless the turnaround in consciousness begins within themselves.
Furthermore, they are bound up to protect their lives, while they struggle
with their daily lives. I mention, it will ruin noisily, though they live hard for
the happy, wealthy and fruitful time in there.
It should be so in the past times. There were natural catastrophes in any
times. Since we did not achieve the turnaround in consciousness, always died
in the oath and grudge.
Since we were born with our world of consciousness remained unchanged, it
had become established that both birth and death were suffering.

We try to protect ourselves in there. We defend desperately. The thought cling
to the physical beings, that obsession is awful. We shift the blame to the
people around. In fact, we did it in the past lifetimes.
However, whoever we grudged or whatever we damned, we eventually sank
down to the depth of darkness. Though we tried to grovel up from the depth
of darkness, we let ourselves sink down due to our hearts of grudge and damn.
Though we were born in the elegant and gorgeous times, our world of
consciousness was dark. Though one was in power to rule the country or one
was simple person living in the shadow at roadside, the world of
consciousness was totally dark.
It was the numerous transmigrations for dark people to have close relations
and show their darkness each other.
Though they have numerous human stories in their hearts, they were born
again. They were given numerous opportunities to awaken themselves.
There may be the people who believe transmigration in the world. However,
they have not realized that their transmigrations are interlinked. Because
they exist without the turnaround in consciousness.
(7) What does linking oneself mean?
Do you know what does linking oneself mean?
For instance, when I turn my thought toward my future lifetime, I feel my
thought, “I leave my physical being in this lifetime, will wear my physical
being in the future lifetime and will live together. The form of physical being
is just changed but we are unchanged”. I perceive my entity speaking within
myself. It is same as my past lifetime. I have that feeling within myself.
Hence, I believe myself as the entity continuing from the past to the future.
Let me listen to my thought.
“I have linked myself. I have linked in the darkness. I feel it.
Then I had this lifetime. I was born with my extraordinary determination.
I am on the path to be linked to the last physical being.
The present is 250 years from now. 250 years later is the present.
I have this feeling and am joyful.
It is just joyful to be given birth. Both being born and going to die were in
order to realize myself. This awakening was really great change.”

Where I have arrived through the suffering and gasping was the world as “I
was happy without anything, I was joyful”.
I conveyed it to myself as “I am joyful by myself”.
We have linked ourselves without exception. The thought wishing to meet our
true selves links ourselves.
We, who have existed as energy, appear with forms of human beings in order
to realize the meeting with our true selves.
We have same contents though we have the different forms in each lifetime.
The energy has the physical body and links the thought wishing to meet one’s
true self.
I realized it in my heart in this lifetime.
(8) Is it the cancer cell to be hated?
We are supported by the physical cells. The surprising incident occurs for the
cells and endangers the physical body. The most dreadful disease is the cancer.
One has flowed the energy that kills or damages the cells. It is said so in a
word. However it is not limited for the patient with cancer. It is expected for
those people to realize something with the disease of cancer. It is the
opportunity for that person and the family around.
However most likely, nobody can accept it like that. The fear of death and
economical issue come into the mind of everybody.
The hateful one is the cancer cell. It threw everybody into confusion. Hence,
the doctor and patient tries to break the cancer cell down, as it is solved, if it
is removed.
The energy exerted from each heart is fierce, like fighting with the cancer or
eliminating the cancer.
I wish them to realize it. The heart to fight with cancer does not have a bit of
gentleness for one’s own cells that have accepted one’s energy continuously.
It will be refreshed, if the decayed and nonfunctional part is cut off. The
medical technology has drastically progressed. The medication has been also.
It may be solved for the part to be cut off, but the cancer in the heart is really
troublesome.
The message from the cancer cell does not reach the heart fighting with the
cancer. One can not meet the gentleness flowed out of the damaged part to be
cut off.

It is not abnormal, if there is a person who turns the heart toward the cell to
be cut off, before pleading to save oneself.
It is good enough, even at the last minute for the light of life to go out.
The person, who can feel the indescribable thought for one’s poor heart that
shut out the gentleness and warmth conveyed, could save oneself.
Then that person may feel somewhere in the heart, it is not happiness to live
unnecessarily long. It was what the cancer cell taught.
They must be happy, if the person and the people around could feel the gentle
vibration.
(9) Bond
What is the bond between husband and wife or the bond in family bonded by?
The bond means the relationship being hard to break, but it may be broken
easily in these days. I do not want to think so, but it may be fragile than
expected.
The husband and wife unbound, the family unbound, those people are living
in a house. They do not interfere each other and enjoy their own living
environment indulgently. Those modes of husband and wife or parent and
child may be contemporary.
For instance, let us imagine, if the pebble is thrown in those husband and
wife or family.
The waves made by the pebble thrown in motivate the hearts of people there.
Though they are usually unbound, may try to move closely together at that
opportunity, or may get apart further and may move through in unbound
state.
They may think again, why this husband is, why this wife is, why this family
is, when the pebble was thrown in.
It may be good without the answer found. It may be good, no answer was
found. It may be good enough just to think of it.
I exist next to this husband, I exist next to this wife and I have such wonderful
family. If you think so, when the pebble was thrown in, do not you think,
“thanks for the pebble”.
“What does the pebble mean?” “What are the waves made by the pebble
thrown in?” if one could think of one’s life through the husband, wife and
family members and could feel the happiness and joy for the present time,

one takes a step forward.
Thus, human is supposed to realize something.
If one can not realize with the pebble, it will become a little larger stone and
will continue further.
Then, the thought, such as with help of this husband or this wife, or with help
of this family member, fades out in the process, then you may feel the closer
link.
You may begin to feel, “It is not only the husband, wife or family but may be
the closer link that is never disconnected”.
(10)

One time only life

“It is a life living in tears, is a life living with smile, as far as it is same life,
let us live pleasantly, brightly and prosperously”, it may sound logical.
However, though one covers up superficially and lives pleasantly, brightly and
prosperously, it will be peeled off in time. It is a matter in content of pleasant,
bright and prosperous life.
Do you make loss unless you have fun in one time only life? Do you try hard
to live your one time only life? Do you live for the moment in one time only
life?
In the meanwhile, let us work hard, in the meanwhile, let us do it this way,
then everyday may pass by in the meanwhile.
I could learn that I have linked myself and think that the life is not
interrupted but is continuing.
It is my threshold.
When I look at my lifetime on this threshold, feel it is only a part of my time
continuing from the past lifetimes to the future lifetimes.
In the case looking at the part bringing the whole in the view and in the case
looking at the part only, the thought for that part becomes different.
In the former case, this lifetime is only a part of whole but I feel, that part is
whole and the change of that part affects the whole.
In the latter case, it is the perspective on the basis of one time only life.
One takes only a part and works hard or spend a lifetime just influenced by.
If you think of the time continuing eternally, you will spend your present time
differently.

Do not you like to think of your past lifetimes and future lifetimes? Then,
please think of your present lifetime.
Certainly, your present lifetime must be important. You and the people
around may be important.
However, do not you feel something else, the existence of your wider world?
“There may be somebody waiting for me.”
“There may be somebody who needs me more and is waiting for me.”
Do not you feel something like that?
Naturally, it may be difficult for the person who thinks it the one time only
life. Because one’s world of thought stays there.
One does not know staying in the narrow world with dead end.
Please think of it.
Though it is the gorgeous time, the time is some 80 years. However, I feel the
eternal time.
There is big difference between one feeling it and another not feeling it.
If one is asked that one thinks it one time only life and lives taking good care
of oneself, one does never do it. One thinks it one time only life, because one
is not responsible for oneself.
I think, one thinking of one time only life can not take good care of oneself.
What do you think about it?
That is it. I mentioned about 10 subjects.
Why do not you summarize your thought or feeling about those subjects?
There is one thing to be regarded, while you write it.
It is your basis.
Why do you think so? There must be the basis to think and feel it.
It is important, what you think and feel, simultaneously I wish you to pay
attention, why you think so.
3. The footsteps of natural catastrophes
Everybody has the perspective based on the wealth of knowledge and own
experience. They have various ways of lives. Besides it, I convey to you, there
is the change definitely occurring around us.
The people who have not realized it, will feel it through their eyes and ears in
time.

In a word, it is the footsteps of natural catastrophes.
They will experience it to be ruined completely, though how much they try to
protect themselves. I already feel the footsteps and the sign.
As I mentioned above, the universe will be involved deeply from now on.
It will affect us very much. The universe is not something extraordinary.
I repeat it. The universe is the world of vibration in a word.
It is the vibration, the energy.
The energy does the work. What is the work occurred by the vibration and
energy flowed from the true world as mother universe?
It is the call and shake, as “all consciousness, wake up”.
We, the humans, are the energies. The energies have lived with the forms of
physical beings on the earth.
Where did that energies come from? What is that origin? We have repeated
the numerous transmigrations in order to learn it.
“Learning own grass roots.”
“Learning own origin.”
It is felt by our hearts and becomes believable by turning the hearts toward
the vibrational world of universe at present.
We are in the course to learn,
“We are the consciousness and energy existing in the continuous time from
the eternal past to the eternal future”,
beginning from this lifetime and furthermore.
I wish to convey, the universe will be involved in the course.
It is “the flow of natural catastrophes” to be developed on the earth from now
on. I am joyful.
Because I feel that we lead ourselves in order to realize our mistakes.
It is the solid proof to indicate that we are “love”.
Since we, ourselves, are “love”, we can lead ourselves.
We have cast “mother’s heart, mother’s warmth” away from our hearts
continuously from our past lifetimes. However, the grand plan is provided to
realize, it has been existed gravely, through our own experience.
If there is a transmigration, there are various life stories. The life is a story.

We could not look at the story as it was the story, but have emphasized the
story and have eventually made the focus to our lives unclear.
As the story was only story, it was the focus of life that we did not emphasize
the story but emphasized our thoughts or our world of hearts to look at the
story. When the focus is brought to the point, we become to learn the true
meaning of life and also the joyful life.
The natural catastrophe is also the story in the life. It is the magnificent story.
What do you learn from that story? Each one of us will study it from now.
“Please release yourself” from remaining in the physical world.
How do you learn that call and shake from now on?
“Let us release ourselves”
Does your heart respond that way?
The call and shake will continue repeatedly. Each hell will continue until one
releases oneself. It is the meaning of hell.
Hence, the next chapter will be consisted mainly of the natural catastrophes
to awaken the humans.
Please feel the world of gentle and strong vibration flowing from the natural
catastrophes.
However, the natural catastrophes are nothing but the fear in the world of
hearts that forgot “mother’s heart, mother’s warmth”.
Please determine in this lifetime, as “let us release ourselves from the hell
that damned the universe, hated the universe and crazed for the universe”.
Chapter 2 Natural Catastrophes
1. Prologue
It is the prologue for the humankind. Please feel it well in the time through
250 years from now.
We, the universe, have waited long for the awakening of consciousness that
have been born on the earth and have made the various stories.
We made promise to revive and awaken, though how fierce energy we flowed.
Since I made promise, I have my physical body here.
It was the absolute order for each person to learn the conscious world
cultivated with the physical being. It was each task.
Hence, the consciousness that could meet in the heart with one who

continuously betrayed oneself in the past lifetimes, must be really happy.
There is the flow to learn it in the world of each heart and consciousness from
now on.
Though how we yell out as the physical world is true, everything will be
ruined. We will experience that everything in front will be vanished away
instantly.
Though we escape or hide in anywhere on the earth, can not avoid it.
The endurance of planet earth may be endangered. The humankind will meet
that kind of shock from now on.
The flow of consciousness will become obvious from this lifetime.
“Certainly, there exists the flow to awaken to the truth.”
It will be indicated by the forms.
I think, this lifetime is the prologue for the humankind in that meaning.
2. From the different dimensions
I can convey nothing of truth from three dimensional world as the physical
world is true.
I mention it from the dimension as “the consciousness is true, my true nature
is the consciousness and energy”.
Hence, I know, it is never understood in your mind. I know it but I have to
convey what I have to convey. Because I think, it is a part of the flow of
consciousness.
I normally feel as “word is power”.
The power has both the positive and negative aspects. I naturally flow the
words with the positive power.
However, in order to feel the words mentioned here as the positive power in
each heart, each person must accumulate the fundamental work as “look at
own heart”. I do not wish you to take only the words and end up with the play
in words. Please learn, it is not possible to understand it in the mind.
I went through the absolute experience in my heart in this lifetime.
It was not gone through my physical being and my mind but that shock is
accepted in my heart.
Naturally, each word has the power. Because it is the word backed up and
mentioned by the absolute experience in my heart.
However, I conveyed simultaneously, it requires the considerable preparation

for each other, in order to feel it.
I mentioned it repeatedly to look within your heart, if you take my word on
the basis of physical dimension and refuse flatly, as “there will never be such
a foolish thing”.
It is your matter, if you implement it or not.
What I mention here must be easily agreed in your heart, if you implement it
and turn your heart humbly.
Because, “I am you, you are me, one world” is our truly existing world.
Pease determine by yourself, how you will exist from now on.
However, your choice and determination will definitely return to yourself.
Please accept the returned result gracefully by yourself.
Please do not escape from yourself, do not throw the responsibility to others
but meet yourself majestically. I think, it is the proper path as the human.
Meanwhile, I feel within me, the present physical being is not only myself.
The present physical being is important. I think, it is important physical
being, within the meaning, the physical being was necessary in order to meet
my true self.
Nobody could meet one’s true self, unless one was given the physical being,
was given birth by the mother.
It was the first condition to have the physical being. I felt it keenly when I
reflect this lifetime and my heart.
The true world is absolutely not seen from three dimensional world, but it
was necessary for us to go through three dimensional world.
It was most easily understandable to learn our cultivated conscious world and
our energy within us through our forms of physical beings.
There were worldly matters in order to learn ourselves. They were all
provided by ourselves.
We wished to return to only one true world as “mother universe” and have
provided everything by ourselves.
We have provided the plan to awaken ourselves by the last measure as the
energy of natural catastrophes.
The thought existing at the bottom was only the thought as
“we wish to meet our true selves”,
“we wish to return to joyful and warm universe”.
I only convey a step faster to remember it, to reawaken that heart.

The humankind has worn each physical being, spread the universe as I am
the first in each heart and has eventually forgotten what is humble.
We bind ourselves by the moral, ethic, custom, habit, discipline, rule and
others, and are in the state of almost no freedom.
Though we set the legitimate reason for the path toward the happiness as
human, eventually we wished and pursued the happiness and prosperity only
for ourselves. It was the history of humankind in the past.
We are originally free. It is absolute fact that our original existence as the
human is distorted widely by the law to protect our lives and properties.
Naturally, it is wrong for the people to kill each other at the war. Why they
can kill the people though they hold the justice up. However actually, they kill
the people impassively under the name of justice.
Then, what is that justice? Eventually, all humans lost the truth. In that state
of humankind, “the revival measure is only the natural catastrophes”.
It will be mentioned by many people through their experience and the
situation around.
It will be necessary for the humankind to meet the harsh situation to lose
everything in front, in order to consider the root cause of own mistakes.
“There is something to exist, though we lost everything.”
The numerous natural catastrophes will occur on the earth, until we reach
there.
3. Most conspicuous messages from the universe is the natural catastrophes
The flow of natural catastrophe is never avoided to go through.
Because the consciousness has been awakened by the meeting with the
vibration of mother universe.
The natural catastrophes are caused by the universe within us.
Hence, as far as our inner selves are awakened, the calling becomes dynamic.
The awakening is joy. The universe is waiting for the signal of departure in
the joyful whirlpool.
For the example as how large the joy is, it may be expressed as large as
changing the tilt of earth’s axis.
It goes far beyond the bounds of human’s knowledge. There is no way but to
give everything up and leave it to oneself.
Even though I mentioned to leave it oneself, it does not mean to leave it to

oneself with the present physical form. It is never possible.
The physical beings are equally stupid. Since the physical beings are the
forms, the forms will be disappeared in time. It is not possible to leave it to
something to disappear.
Otherwise, when one releases the thought from the disappearing form and
learns in the heart that one still exists majestically, one, whom being able to
leave, will spread widely within oneself.
The natural catastrophes may be absorbed in the spread.
It must be the moment for all to become one and to go beyond the dimension.
We go beyond the dimension together with the universe, with joy, and with
natural catastrophes.
4. The natural catastrophes are the energies
In general, the natural catastrophes are thought as the natural disasters.
Earthquake, typhoon, hurricane, flood, tidal wave, drought, heavy snow,
tornado and others, they all threaten our lives.
They deprive the living environment, claim the human lives and force the
inconvenient lives. There is nothing good for us.
Especially recently, the natural disasters never experienced in the past, such
as record heavy rain, snow and heat wave, also occur in the country of Japan.
However, not many people will care what it means.
As the earthquakes occur frequently, they do not make the noise over the
small quake. They deal with it as there is the earthquake again somewhere
today.
“The record number”, “something unthinkable occur”, “they occur frequently”,
they indicate us the certain direction.
I think, they are the preamble of coming natural catastrophes.
The natural catastrophes occur from now on.
In Japan and also all over the world, the indication already appears, but it is
only “the indication”, the energy of natural catastrophe is nothing like that.
Hence, I think, the issue is, “how we feel the energy of natural catastrophes”.
As mentioned before, the natural catastrophes deprive our lives and
properties. How our hearts accept the natural catastrophes that deprive
without mercy?
The person (consciousness) who does not realize the truth will damn the

natural catastrophes.
They damn heaven, damn god or fear as met the anger of god.
In fact, we have repeatedly lost our lives and our loving families.
Though we think, the physical world is true, how can we think, “the natural
catastrophes are love”?
Everybody thinks to hopefully do not meet the natural catastrophes but go
through the life peacefully.
Though everybody heard as “the natural catastrophes are love”, the real
intention is to “do not wish to meet the natural catastrophes”.
Meanwhile, in the country of Japan also, the research is proceeded in the
various field assuming the various natural disasters, every preparation is
made based on the past data. The emergency drill in each area is also
provided. If the disaster occurs somewhere, the self-defense forces and
voluntary bodies rush in and work for the restoration, and also the public
donations and goods are delivered from all over the country.
Naturally the reconstruction of utilities such as electricity, gas, water line and
road will be made as soon as possible. The encouraging phone calls and mails
will be delivered and the specialists’ cooperation is expected for the mental
health care after disaster. Thus at present, there are things for the humans
to be able to do and it is restored almost the original state in time.
However, if they are caused here and there, one after another in a short time,
what will happen?
Though someone waits for the rescue, they may not come in time as one
expects. In the meantime the second and third disasters are caused and one
may be forced to be watched helplessly and be left for the fate. It will happen
often to be regretted for the earlier rescue.
There may be the case, the certain wide area is ruined completely and become
the ghost town instantly.
Certainly, the country of Japan has restored from the miserable state after
the war. Then in time, the middle class awareness of all Japanese people is
changed to the significant economic disparities. The wealthy people become
wealthier but the number of poor people is soaring. In and out of the country,
the various issues are mounting. In that present state, we share the peaceful
time so far.
However, what will the fate of this country become with the natural

catastrophes occurring from now on?
Is the national recovery of Japan possible from the challenges of many natural
catastrophes, as well as the recovery from the ruins after the war?
It is very hard.
However, the survived people must manage to live.
They have lost everything instantly and their hearts are ripped apart.
What do they have to do, though they are in the state of peace-addicted?
They have to look at their hell while they are alive.
Their hearts will be depressed to the end as the hearts ripped apart will never
be recovered by the slow mental care.
The human beings never face themselves unless they force themselves to the
extreme state.
Will they learn in the extreme state in this lifetime their stupidity that they
did not face themselves but have sought the invisible world outward, such as
god, Buddha or power of universe?
It is the background of script provided by themselves to meet the natural
catastrophes. Yes, the script to meet the natural catastrophes were provided
by themselves. Hence it does not help though they damn heaven or grudge
god. That was what we did not know at all.
One plays the script provided by oneself. One conveys the message to oneself
through the stage of playing own work.
“Let us return to joy.”
“Let us return to warmth.”
And, one will receive the messages from one’s true self.
“Please return to mother universe.”
The natural catastrophes that is nothing good for one’s false self, is the
necessary phenomena to meet one’s true self.
It is said that the energy flowing out of the natural catastrophe is the energy
of love to awaken oneself.
5. UFO
The humankind will have the unprecedented experience from now and the
existence of UFO will be greatly involved.

UFO is interested among the sci-fi enthusiast or around them at present, but
it is thought as something in the movie or fiction widely in the public.
However, I would like to firmly mention that UFO does exist.
However, it does not mean “UFO=alien”.
The idea of “UFO=alien” is literally the story in the movie or fiction.
UFO mentioned here is not something like that.
UFO to be conveyed by us could be led to the wrong comprehension from the
idea of alien.
Hence, it expands the world of imagination in each speculation, such as UFO
kidnaps the human, attacks the earth or contrarily ask for the friendship.
It tends to arouse interest unnecessarily.
Meanwhile, have you ever seen or heard of the word, mystery circle?
It is the phenomenon as the spikes in the grain field are brought down to the
circle and they are looked like the geometrical pattern. There appears UFO
definitely and introduced with “?” like “is it worked by UFO?”
UFO is also introduced in the picture as paranormal phenomenon or
unnatural phenomenon, since it is unidentified flying object.
Hence, I turned my consciousness toward those phenomena or pictures. I turn
my heart toward the consciousness of UFO.
Probably, the consciousness of UFO will mention what I feel in my heart.
As mentioned before, UFO is the world of consciousness.
UFO does not have the form. It is natural for UFO to become the idea with
some forms same as us, the humans, since it is the alien, as the human, from
the idea of “UFO= alien”.
Hence, there must be the people imagining the world like the sci-fi movie as
the alien instead of global mankind flew on the spaceship and left the strange
phenomenon with geometrical pattern on the ground.
However, I can mention, it is naturally occurred. There must be also the
factitive case.
There does not exist so called alien. There does not exist alien like one in the
movie. Hence, the phenomenon appeared there, the geometrical pattern was
looked as resulted by the natural phenomenon or was the case of the artifact
by the people who shot it.
Anyway, it is not possible that the so called alien flew on the spaceship left

something like that on the earth, like the sci-fi movie.
Since UFO does not have the form, it is not possible to leave something with
the form. However, strange form is left there, as it is introduced by the picture.
It must be spontaneously arising or factitive thing.
So called UFO is not involved with it but something factitive by the human
and the natural phenomena are overlapped and created it. It is natural to
think that way.
Actually, it is not a matter but it is important for you not to be confused by
those images or pictures but to look within your heart that conceives of UFO,
and feel it.
UFO is the reflection of your heart. UFO does exist. However, UFO having
the form of physical being same as the humankind does not exist. Please hold
the point firmly.
UFO is the consciousness and energy. UFO is the consciousness and energy
having no form of physical being.
There is a part in your heart to be connected with that consciousness and
energy. You can talk gently to that consciousness and energy by looking at
firmly that part in your heart. That growth in your heart is really important.
If you turn your thought only by interest, such as someone looked at UFO or
what the strange phenomenon is, your inner self is not changed and do not
learn anything.
The conscious world of UFO, such as suffering, sadness, loneliness, wondering
heart, is never unrelated to you at present. Hence, please be you who can
accept those things firmly. What UFOs are wishing is for you to call them to
make the warmth within you and the warmth within UFOs unified and
return together.
Turning your heart within. You turn your heart within instead of outward and
call UFO within you. It is really important.
I repeat it. UFO is definitely the vibrational world. They do not have the forms.
They do not have the forms like the humankind.
However, the UFOs, the consciousness wandering in the universe will
communicate with the hearts of humankind from now on.
There must be the people who heard of the story in the past, such as receiving
the vibration, the message from the universe or communicating with the
universe. However, it is the question, whether they understood the
communication as the vibration.

That content may be interested, but that vibration may be something
inflating the fear or the vibration to obey the power of universe as I am the
first.
That world of vibration expands the thought to prostrate before the universe,
as “universe is great, the power of universe is amazing” in the hearts of people
who turned their thoughts.
Especially, if the people who do not know to look at their hearts turn their
thoughts toward UFO, most of people fall for it. Lying prostrate before the
power of universe, they show themselves off. Because, the universe as I am
the first already exists within oneself and exactly conforms to it.
The thought as “the universe accepted in my heart is really god” will use one’s
physical being. That vibration is just the dark power.
Because, the warmth and gentleness as mother’s vibration is not felt there.
However, once one fell for it, it will hardly be realized.
Hence, it is hard for the person sought for the power of universe. It is very
hard to release oneself from that influence. Mostly one has the strong
endeavor for recognition. The thought utilizing UFO to show oneself off flows
at the bottom.
As the endeavor for recognition is strong, one will not feel the true thought of
UFO, though one thought, it is communicated by UFO.
Because the desire to know UFO more is stronger than the gentleness to
accept UFO. Then, one can not be connected to the heart of UFO.
Do you know what is it, wishing to communicate with UFO though refusing
to accept it in the heart?
It is cold to oneself. Do you understand it? It is most important point.
The consciousness of UFO wandering in the universe is connected with the
heart of everybody. However, most of people do not realize it.
It is obvious what will happen, if one turns the thought toward UFO, though
one neglects it. If one turns the thought by greed or out of curiosity, though
one refuse to accept it, one will be just crazed.
The factor to be crazed has already existed within, instead of UFO made one
crazed. Namely, it is the proof that one is not gentle to oneself.
It is very dangerous to turn the thought without reawaken to mother’s
vibration in the heart. However, the consciousness wandering in the universe
waits to be accepted. Hence, the communication will often be made with the
hearts of humankind.

UFO is not extraordinary but will become ordinary in our daily lives.
It is suffering, unless we prepare to accept it in our hearts. As far as we turn
our thoughts, it must be suffering.
Within that meaning, the unaccountable state will occur suddenly in the
coming times. The person behaving strange will appear. It is impossible to
clarify the cause. It is different, if one is gentle enough to listen to the heart
of UFO, though.
I wish to confirm again. UFO has no form, but is the vibration, thought and
energy.
6. The measure is one
For the humankind,
“save us by ourselves”
“convey the truth to ourselves”
only those measures are left.
The people (consciousness) who can not save themselves stay in hell forever.
Being unable to save means the state being unable to convey the truth to
themselves.
Since they do not know of their true nature, what entities they are, they can
not convey the truth to themselves.
Even though they go to extremes of luxury, while they wear the physical
beings, they stay in hell, if they do not know what entities they are.
Since they have physical beings and are intoxicated in that world, they are in
the numb state. When they release their physical beings, feel their state, since
the numb state becomes weaker.
The insensitive hearts while they have the physical beings will become
sensitive when they die.
Then the heaviness covers themselves and they are stuck in the hardened
state. They realize themselves suffering, bound up and struggling. They feel,
those are definitely themselves. The consciousness that lost the truth is in
that kind of state.
Unless they save themselves, they are in the hell while they live and also
after they die. It is only the difference, whether they have physical beings or
not.

It is regrettable, there are a lot of measures to beguile the suffering hearts
when they have the physical beings. Hence, most of people do not realize their
true sufferings while they have the physical beings.
Even the person who appeals suffering, it is rare that the person meets the
true suffering. Because most of people do not know to look at the heart.
They just appeal suffering and ask for help, or try to escape from there. They
do not know at all, it does not help though they ask for help or try to escape
to somewhere from that state.
I have no intention to inflate the fear. As you look at your heart firmly,
yourself in that state come up in your heart clearly. Hence, how thankful the
present time when you have the physical being is, what great love being given
birth by your mother was, those things will resonate in your heart.
What you have to do will be seen clearly.
You will feel, it was yourself who were suffering and are asking for help now.
That voice will become larger day by day.
However, the dumb physical being is busily engaged with physical happiness
and joy as usual and will meet the death in time. That cycle will become
shorter little by little. One whistles the warning to oneself and call for the
natural catastrophes within and without. It is the last minute. In fact, it
reaches the limit.
Can not you feel the imminent thought or sign yet?
However, you do not feel the frustration. You do not need to lose your
confidence. You feel easy, calm and do not forget but continue to look at your
heart, then you will be able to address directly at the critical moment and the
various phenomena occurring from now on.
It is most awful and suffering to lose oneself.
Most of people do not lose themselves but do not know themselves at all.
What will happen, if they are covered by the wave of natural catastrophe
suddenly on one day? Probably, they will be taken into the whirlpool of wave,
and not only the physical lives but also their conscious world will be taken in
far away from the whirlpool.
There will appear some people who will study to tune the needle in heart
toward that moment, anyway the opportunity to “save one by oneself” and
“convey the truth to oneself” was provided equally for everybody and will be

so also in future.
When can one exploit the opportunity? Or, will one continue to suffer at the
depth in hell? I convey, it is the truth in the true world to make the option by
oneself.
7. The life goes through as planned
The life is drawn out and worked out by oneself. One works out the message
to be conveyed to oneself into it.
“Live for your true self.”
That message comes up, if all the modified parts are eliminated.
“Is that right? Then, this and that also make sense.”
There will be many people who feel it reflecting their backward.
On the other hand, there are still many people who can not accept it, as “I
never provide this kind of script”.
It must be “why I chose the suffering life by myself, if I draw out and work
out by myself, I should make it more pleasant”.
The understanding for each life is separated depend on what one feels joyful
or happy for. Furthermore, the direction of each life is decided depend on
whether one thinks oneself as the physical being or consciousness.
Eventually, it is “what the suffering life is, what the pleasant life is, they all
may be thought on the basis of physical forms”.
If one thinks oneself as the consciousness, heart and energy, one thinks,
everything to occur in the life is the opportunity to learn oneself, and all the
suffering and pleasure become joyful.
Meanwhile, I mentioned, the natural catastrophes are in the script written
by oneself. The natural catastrophe means the natural disaster in general, it
may be provided one or two in the life of everybody from the meaning of
“suddenly on one day”.
Actually, it will be the affair to be occurred as calculated instead of occurring
suddenly on one day or by great surprise.
It is not possible to assume by our physical beings, in what situation that
affair is pulled out. I think, it is sure to be planned for oneself to think and
realize something through that affair.
As far as one does not know to look at the heart or to turn one’s thought within

oneself, one will not think that awakening is joyful, and since it is joy, that
joy releases oneself.
“Let us relish in the hearts the joy to jump out of the small frame made by
ourselves.”
Did not we provide each life with those wishes?
It is difficult to understand it but I answer “yes, it is”.
I felt sorry to myself pushed into the small frame.
Whereas I felt, it was really stupid to live as physical being, I also felt the
elaborateness in the conscious world through the script of my life drawn out
and worked out by myself.
I had to think of it great.
I think, it is most important point, how we go through the time given by
ourselves in the physical world.
Is it really the desired way of living to live safely influenced by the public?
I do not mean to “live reversely” but is not it important to have the attitude
to always return to our original selves and look at our entities and everything
from that eye level?
I think, we have to cultivate that original eye level through a trial and error
process during the time we have the physical beings.
Hence, it is provided for everybody, the plan to change the eye level when we
encounter the natural catastrophe “suddenly on one day” through the trial
and error process.
Changing eye level is connected to the complete change of one’s life philosophy.
The natural catastrophe brings that kind of impact to oneself.
It is the natural catastrophe, because one can think, one was wrong through
the natural catastrophe of “suddenly on one day”.
If there was no awakening or anything, it was physically the natural
catastrophe but could not become the natural catastrophe for that person.
One will provide the script of natural catastrophe again, if one has the
thought within to change at next time.
Everything will be planned by one’s conscious world.
Now, in the next chapter, I would like to mention turning our thoughts
together toward the universe.

Chapter 3 Mother universe
1. Please close your eyes
Do you know joy to spend the time thinking of nothing but closing your eyes?
The human turns the antenna around and tries to receive the information in
all waking hours. One’s heart turns always outward. It may be the proof of
living. One’s heart turns busily.
It may be rather difficult to spend “without imagining anything” or “without
thinking anything” for the human who is habituated to act imagining
something or thinking something. One always imagines or thinks some kind
of arrangement.
Though it looks lower productivity to spend “without imagining anything” or
“without thinking anything”, as far as the turnaround in consciousness
proceeds within oneself, one will feel that the work of meditation to turn the
thought toward the true world, closing the eyes and five senses, has higher
productivity than anything else.
The higher productivity means that it flows energy that works positively.
As you tune the needle firmly and turn your thought toward the truth, the
negative energy cultivated by yourself will be mixed with the energy coming
from the true world and will turn to positive.
It does work while one sits there. It supposedly becomes pretty high
productivity.
How many things did we produce and what quality of things did we produce,
moving our bodies and hearts busily like a house mouse? We, who thought,
the visible world is all, must be prompted for reflection.
When we meet the energy to completely ruin the things that the humans have
built so far, no matter whether it is tangible or intangible, will awaken for the
first time.
Then the humans may imagine and think something in the true sense.
That ruin will be enormous. Everything will be ruined.
They will feel, the superficial half measure does not work at all.
Then they will learn in time, they can do nothing.
It means, they can do nothing as the humans with the physical beings.
Meanwhile, they will learn, there exists the power to keep the physical beings
alive.

They will feel the hidden power in the heart as they had the physical forms
in order to realize the existence of that power.
It will be learnt naturally that they could learn it only when they took the
physical beings off, what the origin of that power is.
It is awaited to go through the process to close the eyes, to close the five senses
and meet the true selves.
2. The existence of energy that keeps us alive
There is the religious expression “we are kept alive, are forgiven”.
That expression was used in this study also. However, it is quite different for
the person’s world in heart who heard those words what one is kept alive, is
forgiven by.
I understand in my heart that I am kept alive and forgiven by myself.
I realize the existence of energy to keep me alive.
I, the physical being, know the existence of “myself”.
I feel, “myself” will not disappear, though I disappear. Because I am the energy.
I am kept alive and forgiven by that energy.
I also feel to be pleased to exist not to disturb the work of “myself”. I feel that
my joy is joy of “myself”, my happiness is happiness of “myself”.
I am not alone. I exist always with “myself”. “Myself” know from the corner
to the corner and to the depth in my heart. “Myself” welcome me of awkward.
There is no partner like that.
In my lifetimes, I sought numerous partners and partnered with. All of them
were failed.
Though how strong the bond was made, eventually I experienced, it was
betrayed by each other.
Naturally, the partners mentioned here were not only the humans with
physical beings.
My heart sought numerous partners including god, Buddha, the power of
universe in the religious world.
Finally in this lifetime, I reached the conclusion that my partner is only
“myself”.
“Myself” was the energy that keeps me alive. Yes, I was “myself”.
Meanwhile, have you ever really thought, “it was good to be given birth by

your mother”?
Have you ever felt in your daily life the energy to keep you alive?
If you meet the energy to keep you alive, your perspective and value standard
will be totally changed.
Naturally, the standard of happiness and joy will be changed.
The appearance is not changed but the inner self is changed. Because the
world to be looked both by my eyes and by eyes of “myself” will be learnt.
It will be confused for some time, but the confusion continues only for a while,
since it is naturally understood, the world looked from the eyes of “myself” is
the true world.
Then the true world will dominate the area in the heart. The value standard
within myself will be replaced one after another.
During the time for that work is proceeded, it will reach the conclusion as my
partner is “myself”.
It will be learnt “myself” was mother and mother universe.
For the heart learnt the true happiness, joy and peace, it will be definitely felt
how flimsy those things of physical beings are.
The physical beings seek the warmth of humans due to the longing to people.
They cling on as “wish to cure my heart, wish to be embraced by warmth,
please give me gentle words and treat me gently”.
They seek for help, save and power.
However, they will learn, all of them were wrong.
I have nothing but the appreciation to “myself”, thinking that “myself” have
conveyed to me the wrongness for existing without learning “myself”.
I have learnt through the physical being of Mr. Tomekichi Taike that “myself”
did not betray or abandon me, though I have betrayed “myself”.
“Myself” conveyed to me that the physical being of Mr. Tomekichi Taike was
inevitable existence for me within that meaning.
3. The universe is one
We have created the universe within us respectively.
We made our own law and have existed based on it. Since it is law, we are
right in all aspects. Our own law is prioritized than anything else.
In the small family, local society, widely between the races or nations, they
insist their own positions with the shield of law.

While the interest corresponds, it works out peacefully, but once the balance
is broken, it comes to the battle. It is natural. Both parties are not reconciled
but are in the power game each other. Occasionally, they attack the opponent
completely in accordance with their law.
We have repeated those things for a long time. Since we had passed for a long
time, it was the fact that we could not believe it instantly, though we were
conveyed, the universe was one.
Contrarily, how we have resisted it, as our universe was great.
I have learnt first in this lifetime that everybody is given birth with attitude
to completely resist for ruining own world cultivated.
I learnt that I can not learn true universe without ruining the root of my
thought. It was natural for us to continuously suffer and craze, since we did
not know it at all.
It is still the real state of most people that they do not realize the law created
for their own or themselves resisting completely at this stage, but spread the
universe as we are the first, and flow the dark energies.
Certainly, they spend their daily lives, holding the background as I am the
first. They exist with battle energy stored in their hearts. They do not look at
their hearts but think of the world of physical forms in front true and seek
the happiness and wish the prosperity in that world.
They talk about the life eventful or happy though it was ordinary, but their
thoughts do not really reach the background of their lives with that extent.
It may be proper to express it, as their thoughts do not reach the universe in
the background of their lives.
Then, what is the universe in the background of life? It is your conscious world.
I think, it is equally failure, though whatever the life is, unless one learns the
universe in the background or one’s conscious world.
However, it must be not easy for each person to admit one’s life failed. Because,
it means to deny oneself.
However, it is worthwhile to be born, if the conscious world in the background
is changed.
The change in the conscious world means to realize “we, the universe, were
one”.
Though I convey it, it is still less common, as well as the expression of “the

universe as I am the first” or “the darkness”.
It will be dismissed with laugh, as how the universe in the background
connects to my current life.
However, I convey it out loud,
“we were the universe”,
“our universe was one”.
I convey it continuously that we were kept alive and accepted in that universe.
It is my joy. Many universes will gather.
Because I realized it by myself through my physical being in this lifetime,
what a pleasure it is to continuously exist with suffering and heaving to
respond to the desperate thought wishing to meet the true world.
4. The universe of Tomekichi Taike was Mother universe
From now, I would like to mention the universe of Tomekichi Taike feeling in
my heart as of the present time.
I think, there is no doubt for me to understand in my heart the universe of
Tomekichi Taike, that is, mother universe, though I do not understand
everything in my heart.
Meanwhile, in order to mention the universe of Tomekichi Taike, I have to
enter from confirming the universe, that is, the energy cultivated by myself.
Hence, I would like to mention a little about “the demonstration pulling out
darkness” performed in the seminars.
As I mentioned in “1. The heart of mother and the universe” of chapter 1,
I have challenged the universe of Tomekichi Taike to fight directly.
I have learnt through the seminars that it was my conscious world so far.
Since 12-13 years ago from now, I learnt that the universe within me strongly
rebelled against the conscious world spreading through the physical being of
Tomekichi Taike.
I also learnt that I was given birth in this lifetime in order to learn it and to
change the universe within me.
Obviously, there existed the strong will wishing to return to “mother universe,
my homeland”.
However from the beginning, it was difficult for the vibrational world emitted
from Mr. Tomekichi Taike to accord with something I expected within me.

It was not easy for me to accept the universe of Tomekichi Taike, in contrast
with my strong thought wishing to return to mother universe.
Because there was the thought within me that I have reigned.
I thought, it is inevitable for me that accepting the universe of Tomekichi
Taike leads to my defeat. Because I have existed in the conscious world that
has repeated to fight out to gain the victory and to rule the universe.
The world that I have existed was the world of “an eye for an eye, a tooth for
a tooth” and the world to conquer by the force for the force. It was the world,
the power is all.
I was given birth by my mother in this lifetime with the background of that
kind of consciousness.
I met Mr. Tomekichi Taike as planned. We met at the best place of seminar.
My thought within had to dash on with joy, but I, wearing the physical being,
became stuck or impatient sometimes for my thick physical being and spent
the time.
It was hard for my thought within to burst through the physical being and
come out straight. I had a time to be depressed for the thick shell of my
physical being but could become to think “no, I am preparing carefully”.
My inner self might know that the considerable preparation is required to
accept the blowing energy like magma by myself, though my physical being
does not know it. The time required for that preparation was well provided.
Later on, from one time, my energy within bounced out toward Mr. Tomekichi
Taike one after another.
The energy, once bounced out, headed toward on and on like it knows nowhere
to stay.
Though how many times I fell down by the finger of Mr. Tomekichi Taike,
I did not flinch with my thought of “never give up” and stabbed the fighting
sword to Mr. Tomekichi Taike.
One time my mother fell down by the finger of Mr. Tomekichi Taike and was
looked like could not get up, I shouted to my mother unconsciously.
“What are you doing? You pitiful, why you can do nothing.”
“Attack him.”
I heard it from my mother later on, that I was irritated for my miserable
mother.
Through such “demonstrations pulling out darkness” at the seminars, I learnt

my world cultivated by myself. Simultaneously, I learnt gradually the
conscious world of Mr. Tomekichi Taike.
I thought first, the consciousness of Mr. Tomekichi Taike will fight back with
the fighting energy. I assumed so. However, it was not right.
Contrarily though I sharpen my claws, bare my fangs, stare at him and give
him the verbal abuse, I have no chance against him at all.
I was frustrated and irritated for it.
“Why such a world exists?”
“Why you do not fight? Why you look impassively?”
“Why…, why…, why…”
I felt many times for my strength faded away for something felt through the
physical being of Mr. Tomekichi Taike. It was the feeling like being absorbed
by something large. It can be expressed as being embraced.
It was strange. Though I bare my fighting energy, it was strange, why my
opponent does not fight back.
Contrarily, those thoughts returned to me.
“I have waited for you, have waited for a long time.”
“I love you, though how much you rebel me.”
I could not believe it at all.
“Damn, I blow your cover, I hate you, I kill you, you die.”
I cursed at him as much as I could. That thought came up in my heart one
after another. I think, I had awful eyes.
Even though Mr. Tomekichi Taike was silent, I could not hide my
embarrassment, because something flowing from his heart was exactly same
as mother’s thought.
I felt many times, the world of Mr. Tomekichi Taike standing silently was
conveyed to the depth in my conscious world.
That thought has burst through the thick shell of my physical being and has
spread my unphysical world.
As far as I, wearing physical being, faced myself without physical being, the
world of Mr. Tomekichi Taike has permeated into my heart.
That is it. I reflected the time for demonstration at the seminar out of love for
the good old days, I go back to the subject of mother universe now.
Through those experience in my heart, I finally learnt, the universe of

Tomekichi Taike perfectly conforms to mother universe.
I learnt, my inner self changes gradually in accordance with it.
I became able to look at directly the eyes of Mr. Tomekichi Taike that I thought
cool, penetrating and hated. As far as I looked at, I was overwhelmed by
emotions.
“I have denied myself. I drove myself out.”
I learnt, I just refused the call from mother universe. I repented of it.
“Come back to mother universe.”
“Yes, I will.”
Through the simple communication in the world of heart, my path to go
through has definitely appeared. Finally I became to answer “yes” in my heart.
It was not explained by reason. Because, I really felt “mother’s heart, mother’s
warmth” in my heart.
The universe, that heart, that thought, that energy, they indicated clearly
how many mistakes I have repeated.
Both my thought toward mother universe and the thought from mother
universe, have finally realized the meeting within myself in this lifetime.
Because I had the meeting, my inner self have rapidly changed.
I felt clearly, physical being is nothing more than physical being, though it
covers up well, and naturally became to adjust it within, how much I associate
with the physical being and physical life. Stick to nothing, grab at nothing,
get nothing involved. However, I learnt how to enjoy my physical life as the
physical being.
It was the daily basis to learn, there was nothing that I wished for the
happiness and joy in the physical world.
I also learnt “the humans will definitely return”.
I feel, the humankind who lost the truth will definitely find the place to return
by themselves.
Certainly, though we, the humankind, are still stupid, we have chosen to
relentlessly show the stupid nature up.
I think, it is because the thought wishing to return to our true selves still
exists within ourselves.
Mother universe may be in the vibrational world that still does not resonate
in the hearts of most people. However, I convey, that world of vibration does
exist.
As the proof to awaken to the true world of consciousness, the energy stored

in each heart will blow out and will appear in the form instantly. Through
those forms, the awakening of consciousness will permeate into each heart.
It is so called the flow of consciousness.
Because there is the flow of consciousness, the pus existing in our hearts will
appear in the tangible way and will return in our hearts.
We have used our mind, how to handle the form of pus in the past. Then, it
has created the thicker pus.
Instead, we have to encourage ourselves to look at in our hearts the pus
returned. Naturally, our hearts will experience the various shock through the
forms. There are the expressions such as becoming half crazed or heart
broken, but the human’s heart is not weak like that. The owner of delicate
heart like the glass work should never be born with the physical being.
Everybody must learn carefully that they have stored really fierce energy in
the hearts.
We can not avoid the complication. The pus in the heart, the darkness will be
gouged out.
Because, the vibration of mother universe will lead to it.
5. Turning the thoughts toward Mother universe
“I am joyful when I think of universe now. I am happy when I think of universe.
I remember mother’s arms. I feel, I can return into that warmth. I can return
to the warmth, though I accumulates many mistakes. Because the warmth is
myself.
I feel, I am forgiven to exist. I feel the world of vibration existing gravely.”
It is the thought came up in my heart while I meditate.
My journey has begun looking at “love” and “death”. I have accumulated the
daunting time in my heart.
It resonates strongly in my heart. How many mistakes I have made. How
many times I have crazed. They all remain as memory in my heart.
I surely learnt the gentleness and warmth of people. I may relent for the
tender heart. However, I can not stay there.
I can no longer close the lid on the darkness sleeping in the depth of heart.
I can no longer look away from the darkness.
“I wish to meet the true gentleness and warmth.”

The shout in my heart will become stronger in time. It will become so, led by
the flow of consciousness.
Then I will learn, it is required to fully open the lid of hell pot, in order to
meet the true gentleness and warmth instead of superficial gentleness and
warmth.
As a matter of fact, everybody wait to open the lid. It is good, if we open it by
ourselves but we become coward when we have the physical beings. We shove
ourselves in the small world and seek the happiness in the small world.
How sad it is. How pitiful it is.
We are originally widely spreading universe. It is impossible to feel
boundlessly spreading universe, if we stay in the small world.
We have to begin to open the lid of hell pot and release all energies shoved in.
It is impossible to meet the true selves, as far as the dirty things are shoved
in.
“Is not it good, if the dirty things come up to the surface? Why do you think
so? How long do you chase your shadow of clean and beautiful self?”
Please ask it to yourself.
Your false self will answer it but your true self will also respond to that
question.
Which voice do you listen to and turn your heart to? It will decide your future
lives.

Now, let us turn our hearts toward mother universe together.
Please close your eyes, one, two…… please begin the deep breath.
Please close your five senses, calmly breathe and blow until your heart calms
down.
Can not you hear the melody of good old homeland in your heart? It is the call
from your gentle mother.
“I wait for you to return. I wait forever.”
Please believe, it leads you along with the melody of homeland.
I can listen to igo, the alien language, from the bottom of my heart.
Igo, the alien language, is not Japanese, English or any language.
It may, so to say, be the language in the universe.

Igo, the alien language, is the vibrational world with nostalgic ring for me.
I get into the rhythm of igo, the alien language. My heart spreads widely.
The universe, I expressed it so.
I feel, I exist in the arms of mother universe. I am just joyful.
I feel my good old, joyful homeland, the universe in my heart. It wells out of
my heart as joy and happiness now.
Our current physical beings will be vanished away in time. The things with
the forms in front, such as our physical selves, physical families, physical job
and others are vanished away and appear, then are vanished away again.
However, our world of hearts that look at and feel them do not disappear.
It is a time for that world of heart responds in our hearts as far as we turn
our thoughts toward. It is the world spreading there, if we reach our hands.
Please feel and meet that world even a little bit and go through with your
physical beings in this lifetime.
The message from mother universe conveys with firm vibration the things in
future. It conveys the path for us to go through. It conveys with severity as “I
believe and wait to return definitely”.
It is ourselves to decide the outcome in future. I felt, it was myself to keep me
alive or bring to death.
The rule in the conscious world is never bended.
I become to learn it through the physical being in this lifetime.
We can not break the rule in the conscious world, because we are “love”.
We exist on the basis of law.
That law is not tight at all. It does not bind ourselves.
The law is love, the law is gentleness and the law is warmth.

Conclusion –Let us go forward together–
You may laugh about the story of future lifetime in 250 years or UFO, as
something incredible. We can not find the believable materials to proof it.
It is more realistic to mention the economy from now, the future with low
birth rate and longevity, or nearer at hand, what our meal tonight is.
However, you will never think so, if you have both the naked eyes and mental

eyes.
It is certainly the reality, the world to see through your naked eyes. However,
it is far beyond the reality of the world to feel through the mental eyes.
Presently, how to books along with the daily life are lionized but it is coming
closer that the time not to be able to deal with it. It will come in time that the
time to think, the information sought outward is useless and is not worth a
bean.
It is the state that you wish to shout “it is not what I wish to know”.
I think, you have the various agony or suffering in each circumstance, but
would like to convey, it is not something like that the affairs you will meet
from now on.
The surprising incidents mount up from within and without.
Your heart (consciousness) will experience the shock like your body blew up
to the pieces. The shock shot through your body will be something that you
have to change the direction of your life until then.
The shock experienced through your eyes, ears and whole body will be
something beyond your imagination.
Unless something like that is experienced, the thought or consciousness of
humans will not be changed.
Based on that experience, each person will chose by oneself the direction after
that and will carry through immediately.
Your conscious world is the chief executive, whether you go beyond the
dimension with us or not. Each determination is required.
What will encourage yourself with your strong will? I feel, it is most important
to look at it within yourself.
All depend on feeling in your heart, turning your serious thought toward the
thought responding in your heart and existing from now on.
Why do not you think of your future seriously and widely, since your physical
being was given by your mother?
It is good for you to please and rejoice your physical self, play your active role
in the physical life including your work and family. However, it may become
regrettable life, if that is only it.
I wish you to meet the profound world, instead of temporary pleasure, joy or
purpose in life.
The person believed in money will be betrayed by money in time. How about

your loving one?
Before it, do you believe in yourself?
I think, nobody can love the person without believing in oneself.
Even though how lovely thought you had, while you look at yourself as the
physical being and also the other person as the physical being, that love will
be resulted to betray your loving person and also yourself. Because, that love
is the shadow to be vanished away in time.
It does not help, though you sorrow, repent or grudge the shadow to be
vanished away. The persistent thought will increase suffering.
Instead, let us change the viewpoint.
Is not the colleague to walk with you yourself?
Do not you think, it leads to your happiness and joy to realize the existence of
consciousness that believes in the heart “you are me, I am you”?
Your mother’s consciousness, that have given numerous births to you, must
have always conveyed it to you.
You were the person who repeatedly throw the message “please aware of my
existence” out to the drain. Please learn it through your experience.
I have accepted by myself the result of the repeated numerous
transmigrations. Then, I made the turnaround in this lifetime.
Hence, I feel, all of stupidity, pitifulness, suffering and sorrow are natural
when we have the physical beings.
I realize, it is natural but it solves nothing, things do not proceed.
I feel in my heart, we can not escape from the hell, though we do anything,
unless we break away from our physical beings.
I wish you to concentrate on releasing yourself from the hell.
Because, I feel your voice in the depth of hell, “I wish to go forward together”.
However, nothing can help it without the change in consciousness for yourself.
Still I will call on the consciousness from now on.
I convey, it will go to the direction that the thought transmitted toward the
universe and the thought transmitted from the universe will go forward
together from now on. I convey it with the message as natural catastrophes.
The message of mother universe will be transmitted more from now on.
As I mentioned before, since I learn the existence of “myself”, I go through the
time with my physical being in this lifetime calmly with “myself” and wait for
250 years from now.
My life story to spread with my physical being in 250 years from now along

with “myself” will be spectacular.
I will transmit in 250 years from now toward whole universe that mother
universe waits for us. I require my physical being for it.
I based on the planet earth and transmit from there.
I feel, UFOs come flying. I also feel to go beyond the dimension together with
UFOs.
“Oh, mother universe, we go beyond three dimensions toward fourth
dimensions together with you.”
The world sought for long time becomes clear gradually in my heart.
“I wished to return to here.”
I feel now clearly, that thought has always lead me and will lead me from now
on.
I feel, the energy to make the humankind to realize and awaken, flows out of
the universe more.
I repeat it.
The universe does not exist far away. The universe is the world existing in
our hearts.
From that world now, the energy is emitted more and more.
It will be experienced on the earth that the energy, the origin of great power,
the origin of great warmth, is the universe itself and ourselves.
In conclusion, I close this chapter with the words, “it is only expected to have
the current time with good care and love yourself much, as the human, the
consciousness that was given birth”.

Postscript
I mentioned in “4. The universe of Tomekichi Taike was Mother universe” in
chapter 3, both my thought toward mother universe and the thought from
mother universe, have finally realized the meeting within myself in this
lifetime.
I insert my thought toward mother universe and the thought from mother
universe as the postscript.
When I think of mother universe, my thought is turned to the planet earth

where has been our study place. Hence, I insert the excerpt as lovely earth
from my book “wind in universe”.
[My thought toward mother universe]
We have repeated the numerous transmigrations on this earth also in order
to return to you. We are the consciousness having wandered in the universe,
seeking you from boundless past, when the time before the earth is added.
We, casted you from our hearts away, have spread the dark universe within
us. How much happiness and joy we sought. They all have ended with failure.
We have grudged you, damned you.
“Why did you abandon us? Why did you thrust us down?”
Shouting in the depth of heart, “I wish to return to you”, we held the shout
back. It was long time. It was long, suffering, our colleagues are still sinking
in the depth of suffering without knowing truth.
This lifetime was given to us in that state.
We are never the chosen special entities, but are the consciousness that have
strongly wished in the heart to meet the true vibrational world, have chosen
each physical being and environment, and have promised to gather at the
study.
Furthermore, we have given this lifetime to us, since we have hopelessly
fallen down to the hell.
Though some colleagues gathered at the study in this lifetime do not still
realize it, but we definitely had firm promise with ourselves.
It is the opportunity for all consciousness that were given birth by mother and
were born in this life.
However, it is just a handful of consciousness that can gather at the study
and have opportunity to meet the true vibrational world. Hence, I have just
rejoice it and have studied, though there were some people who spread the
thought as we were special.
I learnt joy to just go on my path.
Looking at my heart, feeling my energy, I nod many times within myself as it
was really so.
When I close my eyes and think of universe, there is the vibrational world
resonating firmly. Though I do not close my eyes, I am joyful just to think of.
I normally feel, I fold many thoughts from the past, my past lifetimes in my

heart and I have my physical being now. I feel, I am the collective entity of
consciousness.
Every one of them conveys joy to me.
“Finally, we can return to mother”, they rejoice to return together.
“We were not suffering, it was us who abandoned mother, mother has always
conveyed to us”, they all tell me so.
“Mother, I thank you”, for the joyful thought welling up from the bottom of
my heart, I felt something beyond description, how happy and joyful I am now.
Within that meaning, the physical being in this lifetime has the happiest time
and space.
Mother, I will look at my heart more and will provide steadily to return to
mother universe. It was my joy. It was my happiness.
Our universe waits for us with joy.
I just appreciate it for the physical being of Mr. Tomekichi Taike who conveyed
it to us. I only have the thought of thanks.
I learnt finally by the meeting with you, that my universe is joyful and is one
with the joyful universe.
It was vibrational world. I feel it firmly, how happy entity I was, when I accept
the vibration from universe in my heart, spread it in my heart and turn my
thought toward the universe.
[The thought from mother universe]
Thank you, thank you, thank you for turning your heart to me. I have believed
in you. I have always believed and waited for you.
The universe will change from now. Please accept my thought with joy. Let us
spread joy together.
We are one. Please continue to think of your mother.
Only one person in this life, who conveyed truth to you, was your mother who
gave you birth. Please learn, nothing is realized, nothing is changed, unless
you meet the true thought of your mother.
When you look around from now on, it will appeal strongly how stupid the
consciousness as the physical being is true.
Please tune your needle in your heart toward me and only think of mother
universe.
Naturally, your heart will receive the various vibrations. You will be caught
by them, if you do not learn to tune your needle in heart and the vibration of

mother universe.
However you do not worry anything. The warm spreading vibrational world
felt in your heart will enfold them widely.
I have asked to study it to the people gathered at the study.
I conveyed many times” it is all in your world, whether you save yourself or
not, it is the conscious world”.
Something left is only the practice.
As you may know, the time of 250 years from now is turbulent time.
We will go through the turbulent time that the humankind never experienced
yet.
Then, it comes to the meeting again in 250 years from now.
I am joyful and can not wait. It is my joy to feel joy together.
I wish to spread joy together with many people as possible in 250 years from
now.
Please be born with joy and die with joy.
Please ask yourself turning your thought toward your mother in each time of
life, why you are born and are going to die.
Your mother will definitely convey to you.
“Return to mother, it is your happiness, please believe to be able to return to
your joy, I wait for you, I wait for you forever.”
I send it to you now from mother universe.
“My joy is your joy. Your joy is my joy. I always wait in your heart. I wait for
you to respond me forever.”
[Lovely earth]
I think of the earth where we live now. The earth is the consciousness.
I feel the gentle consciousness. The earth has been continuously conveying
the gentleness. The consciousness exists in mother universe.
The one of them has appeared with the form, it is the earth.
We have provided it for the long time to look at ourselves with the physical
bodies on the earth. The thought as “the earth, really thank you” wells out,
when I turn my thought toward the earth.
It is the gentleness of the earth that has been accepting the energies flowed
by us.
How fierce energies we have existed with on the earth.
However, only the gentleness returns from the earth. It is the warmth.

It has given us the awakening and the encouraging.
Now, I think of the earth in mother universe. The earth responds me.
We will return the energy to you, the energy that you have flowed to us.
However, what we return to you is just the joy.
We return to you the energy with joy that you have flowed.
Please feel it in your heart. Please accept our thoughts.
We return it to you as the form of natural catastrophe.
We exist in mother universe. We will have one heart with the universe and
will flow the joyful energy as the natural catastrophe. The consciousness that
have the physical bodies on the earth, please accept the joyful energy as the
natural catastrophe.
And, please realize it. Please realize your true self.
It is the time for 250years or 300 years from now.
Please accept the consciousness of earth in your heart firmly.
We are the joy, the joyful consciousness in mother universe.
Now, I heard the thought of the earth.
The energy gathers heading toward the earth from far beyond.
As the form, it may be the phenomenon as the meteorite hits the earth.
However, it is the joyful energy spreading in the universe.
In that circumstance, the planet earth will also wells out the joyful energy.
Then, the universe becomes one and will be filled with the joyful energy.
It is all the incidents in mother universe, the incidents in the warmth.
It is the incident in love. The earth will change its orbit.
It will convey with that energy to us, the consciousness that do not realize
the truth.
In mother universe, it is expected for all of us to have one heart and return to
joy. We moved down to the shining blue planet earth and have gone through
the long time. Everything was provided to return to mother universe.
Giving the thankful heart to the earth, I will exist in this space for a little
more time. Now I feel it with full of my heart, when I turn my thought toward
myself and think of the time I went through on the earth, where I moved down
and had numerous physical bodies. It is my joy to direct the path toward
mother universe and farewell to the gentle earth.

When I turn my thought toward the earth, I receive the thought simply from
my heart that the earth will change its orbit. The earth will change its orbit.
It is right. Then the massive natural disaster will occur. A lot of lands and
islands will sink to the bottom of sea. The natural disaster larger than the
one we had experienced will occur. In the past, we had experienced it with
the physical bodies in somewhere, when the continent had sunk. The larger
natural disaster than that experience will occur in 250 or 300 years from now.
The continent will sink. It will sink instantly. The earth will change its orbit
by itself. It is the great energy. The tremendous energy will work in the
universe, in the conscious world.
It will influence the whole universe with the scale beyond the imagination.
It is apparently different with the natural disasters in these days.
The consciousness, that will have the physical bodies on the earth, will have
the tremendous experience in their hearts. When they will meet with us in
250 years from now, they will have impact on the disheartened conscious
world and will awaken themselves.
It is the natural disaster that will come together with the universe.
I think of the earth that will fulfill the great role in the universe.

After the bind up work
Now, after the bind up work, having gone through about 6 years from the
publication of first edition, I add this chapter, since I wished to improve this
book and send it out.
In this chapter, I mention the recent study and my thought a little more.
My aim is for you to turn your heart toward mother universe more.
As mentioned at the beginning of this book, mother universe is only one
homeland where we have to return.
That homeland existed within us. There was the world of true joy and warmth
within us. I mentioned through this book to awaken to it or we are in the flow
to resume ourselves.
I have recently (in November 2012) published the book titled “magnetic field

and turnover”. I appreciate it, if you read it.
I mentioned a little bit about the world of “universe” in that book.
The universe, I mentioned, is not the world far away.
“The universe is us, ourselves. The universe is consciousness, energy. The
universe is the consciousness, energy within us. Namely, the universe is us,
ourselves.”
I wish you to feel it in your heart, to learn it in your heart. It is my sincere
thought.
As the people who read “magnetic field and turnover” published last year
must know, we, actually all consciousness, exist in the positive energy as
magnetic field, that is invisible though.
We turn over the negative thought come up in our hearts in the daily lives,
feeling and accepting that energy in our hearts. It is the greatest and only one
task for us, the humans. However, it is not that in the real society.
The world is the limited world. We heard and know the word of magnetic field
and turnover in the limited world.
There are rare people who experienced to meet in their hearts, how great and
powerful energy the original energy of magnetic field and turnover.
Presently, it is the reality that most of people spend their time in lives
fluctuating between joy and despair in front.
However, we fold the sad reality as we cast our true selves away. It is
undoubted fact.
However, nobody mentioned it in the past. Nobody could not mention it.
Because, the global mankind did not realize the truth in the past.
Obviously, they did not know that they cast themselves away.
I mentioned in my book “magnetic field and turnover”, it is totally different,
if you understand the magnetic field and turnover in the limited world.
I mentioned, it is our true lives of humans to feel the true energy in the
magnetic field in our hearts and turn our inner selves over, that is, to meet
the true love within us, our true selves.
“We have always produced the negative energies, though there exist only
positive energies.”
“We spent the tremendous time without thinking it negative or without
realizing it negative.”

I would like to continuously mention strongly also in this book, even a person
more must begin to realize it in their hearts.
Though I expressed it as the true love within us, we have repeated the big
mistakes for that love especially. We did not know of love.
“The energy of love exists within us.” “We are love by ourselves.” We have cast
love away and believed in the different love, though our universe was love
itself.” I thought to mention it also in this book.
Returning to mother universe together means returning to love, our
homeland.
Certainly, when we look at the history of humankind, there remains the trace
of the honored person preaching love or the person of love everywhere. It must
be so mentioned in the history.
Then, what energy is that love preached there? What vibration is it? How
about the energy and vibration flowing out of the person called person of love?
It may be trivial matter for the people living in the limited world, such as the
energy or the vibration.
They may accept it, hearing the words mentioned or looking at something
extended.
There are many cases, once it was taught in the school or somewhere as this
is it, it was conveyed to the later generation, though it might be or might not
be true. We may believe it all, what was conveyed as it might be true.
Nobody had the judgement criteria of the energy or vibration flowing there in
the past.
However, everything exists in the conscious world including us, the humans.
The true nature of us, the humans, are not visible. Hence, everything must
be on the basis of it.
It does not make sense, unless looking at and judging the things on the basis
of the invisible conscious world as the true world.
The vibration, energy flowing there are the matter, rather than the words
mentioned or the attitude extended.
It is more important, whether we can judge it positive or negative in our
hearts.
We could learn specifically through Mr. Tomekichi Taike in this lifetime, it is
most important, whether the vibration, energy are positive or negative.

The future time of us, the humans, who did not know ourselves,
misunderstood ourselves, will flow to realize and correct the direction within
ourselves, naturally, the phenomena encouraging to realize and correct it will
occur one after another.
Furthermore, that scale will be continuously increased.
Let us go through the path toward mother universe. Please place your track
on this path.
You can see the path through the practice for the magnetic field and turnover
by Tomekichi Taike. It is required to practice the magnetic field and turnover
that leads to returning mother universe.
We are the consciousness returning to mother universe. We are the group of
consciousness that have promised firmly to return to mother universe.
However, we are not the special group. There obviously exist those groups
among the consciousness that do not have the physical beings like we do now.
The consciousness that have the physical beings on the earth currently, the
consciousness that will have consciousness in the time of future
transmigrations, those consciousness have also promised to return to mother
universe.
How to lead those consciousness to the original path along with mother
universe, it is connected to the phenomena of natural catastrophes to be
developed in the space including the earth in 250-300 years from now.
Through those phenomena, the large shock is definitely waiting for the
consciousness still far away from the truth.
“We return to mother universe, we return”, that call will come up in the heart
of everybody.
We have the physical bodies on the earth now. However, do you know, how
many consciousness exist in the space? Please be yourself who can turn your
thought toward the universe, the consciousness, to communicate within you.
They do not threaten, disturb or craze you.
They are the consciousness suffering, agonize, dark and crying within
yourself.
Yes, they are also yourselves. They are the consciousness wandering in the
space, without knowing where they return and what they are.
Please turn your heart to those consciousness and convey firmly to return

together.
It is your current role to convey gently with gentleness and warmth felt in
your heart, “you can return to mother’s warmth”, “you can return to mother
universe”.
Please begin it from the person learnt it in the heart.
There will be some people who have experienced to turn the needles in hearts
toward the magnetic field of Tomekich Taike, to change the dark
consciousness, fierce energy, that negative energy to positive, warmth,
gentleness through the practice of turnover, and feel the indescribable joy and
gentleness conveyed.
Let us convey to all consciousness wandering in the space, doing it is the path
toward mother universe.
Please call on continuously to go through on the path toward mother universe
together with us.
We have to continuously call on, regardless we have the physical beings or
not. It is so originally. Because, we are the consciousness, energies.
It is a long time for us to have the physical bodies on the earth. There are also
the consciousness who do not have the physical bodies.
Please work to go on the path to return together.
I think, I mentioned somewhere that the time you have your physical being
in this lifetime is not only your time.
Please accept it humbly and feel it in your heart even a day earlier that there
are many consciousness wishing to return together within you.
We look forward eagerly for that day.
I think of love and mother universe.
Mother, I thank you. Though I repeated the transmigrations on the earth so
many times, I continuously spent a lot of time that does not fit in your thought.
I am sorry for it.
We are called on to return to mother universe through our physical beings in
this lifetime. We are very joyful now. Do we have such a wonderful time? It is
really like a dream.
However, we are conveyed as the consciousness definitely promised to return.
We were given birth by our mothers and accept in our hearts the calls to

return to mother universe.
The consciousness of Tomekichi Taike mentions.
“You were love. Your true selves were love. Let us return into love. It is the
path returning to our homeland, mother universe. Path returning to mother,
path returning to love. All of them are one. We are the consciousness to convey
it.”
Thus, the message from Tomekichi Taike is delivered.
We were really joyful consciousness. I am joyful, really joyful.
We were conveyed to look within our hearts. It was all to look at the heart.
We feel joy to tune our needle in hearts now.
We always turned our needle in hearts toward the wrong direction.
Though we are the consciousness that have continuously produced the
numerous dark universes, it is joyful to finally turn our hearts toward the
direction conveying us that we are the bright, warm and spreading world, can
convey our joy returning to mother universe. We thank you.
We will return to mother’s arms. We will return together with a lot of
universes. We will go through the joyful path firmly.
It is the time of 250-300 years returning to joy. Joy expands joy. Joy leads joy,
we will turn toward the direction to be led, and will exist for the coming 250300 years and forever. We thank you.
I thank you for reading to the end. I intended to finish writing. In about a
week after finishing my script, the news of meteorite fall came in. Since I felt
something in my heart, when I watched the image on the TV, I turned my
heart to it.
I insert the next text and close this book.
When I turned my thought toward the meteorite plunged into the atmosphere.
We are the consciousness, consciousness. The global mankind, we are the
consciousness. You are the consciousness. Let us feel that energy, the joyful
energy.
We were wandering in the space and will also wander from now on.
However, we feel the vibration conveyed to us. The energy flowing love to the
universe, that energy begins to reach to our conscious world. Hence, our
hearts will become formed and will cause the incidents to give the shocks for

global mankind. This incident is really small incident. We wish to inform you
that the surprising incidents are occurring in the space.
Please turn your hearts toward Tomekichi Taike, Albert and feel our thoughts.
We will inform you, the humankind, through the various ways, that you exist
together with universe. It is the message from the universe.
The various surprising incidents will also occur in the space from now on.
You will feel it in various ways through the forms, your eyes, ears and bodies.
What kind of energies will come out of your hearts then? Those energies will
return to yourselves.
Please accept it with joy. It is the energy of love that has flowed the joyful
energy to the global mankind. It is also your true nature. Let us awaken to
the energy of love. We will work together from now on.

